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KICTeam Brings Cleaning Ease and Effectiveness to ATM and Kiosk Service Technicians
Expanded line of cleaning technologies make cleaning ATMs and Kiosks easier and faster

Auburn, ME – KICTeam Inc. released a new line of cleaning
tools and products designed to reduce the time and costs of
servicing ATMs and Kiosks. The producer of unique and
advanced cleaning products added several new tools to help
service technicians spend less time cleaning and focus on
more complicated issues.
The new product line is in response to reports of technicians
using rags and household cleaners, a technique that didn't
clean the machines well and left many areas with built up
dirt. KICTeam developed these new tools specifically to overcome those issues. Now
internal components are easier to reach for a quick, safe and effective cleaning.
KICTeam's history of patented technologies and cleaning solutions includes the
development of their popular Waffletechnology and MiracleMagic, which are included in
many of the new products.
“Our techs have been using MiracleMagic™ in the field and reported how effective it is at
removing that caked-on dirt that is usually very hard to clean. It really makes their jobs
easier.”, said Ralph Spinelli, SVP of Professional Services at HTx. Lee Smith, Sales Manager
for ABC Currency Solutions, reported his service technicians are very happy with the
results of KICTeam’s cleaning products. “KICTeam has the best device cleaning kits on the
market and I’ve been in this business for over 20 years.”, said Smith.
###
About KICTeam Inc.
More than just selling products, KICTeam uses its years of expertise to provide a detailed
understanding of when, how, and why to clean your devices. Building on relationships with
device OEMs and industry experts, KICTeam has created highly effective solutions for keeping
devices operating at their peak by utilizing our proprietary cleaning agents and our broad
portfolio of specialized and patented cleaning tools. Our core products are made in our
manufacturing facility in Auburn, Maine and distributed around the world.

